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FORENGRD 

' INTRODUCTION TQ. ORGANIC RESEARCH. 

E. E. Reid. 

aenaiaee - Breadth: Of TOE Mies 7h ees gas: be much broader 
. than his- spegial. Line, much more a chemist. He should be : 

nine ‘ Meosiie. ieesuce not ruming off. ‘into s ome narrow ‘flela without ; 2. 

Mecennecmcte knowledge of chemistry as a whole. I'd have him. know bas .- 
mathematics and physics, his botany, mineralogy, end geolosy -. and litera 

ture, for he will need them all. I would have him be a.chemist -. sometime 
slater, he mey subscribe himself. an orgenic chemist, physical chemist. 

jhe training of a research chenigt should tegin, seh the five senses; 

“ ae Se is jadement = Zeenat isa ‘matter. of sense; the facts which 
are Wonk in forming judgments will be seuged ¢ accurately only. af properly: 

observed. The underlying requirement, then, of all research in which data 

are gathered first-hand, is thet. of. accurate observation, the exercise of 
well-trained senses; upon this mst be built a sound interpretation of the 
facts observed. 

Our education, elementary as well as advenced, makes scarcely an ef 

fort to train the senses; instead, emphasis is placed on the development of 
the memory and of reasoning, thouzh both are really capable of useful devel- 

opment only when there are first-hand observations to remember and condi- 

tions which call for the exercise of judgment. Efforts to develop the 

power of reasoning are essential, beceuse facts in themselves lead nowhere, 

but it is none the less true that eccurate observation is the first re- 
quirement. 

For the chemist it is of the very first importance to be able to dis- 

Criminate between slight variations of hue or shade, to recognize minute 

differences in the macroscopic and microscopic structure of precipitates, 

to recognize trifling changes in bodies, and to recall them; he should 
have a delicate sense of touch and of smell. Not only should he be able to 

recognize these differences absolutely, but he should have sufficient accu- 
racy of observation to judge of them relatively, even when both are not 
before him at once. He should have a very keen memory for sense impressions. 
To have such keen senses he must have developed them during the period ex- 
tending from infancy throush the first years of childhood. ‘That the chem- 
ist fails so often to observe rightly is thus an outcome of the fact that 
there is nothing like a concentrated effort made by the community to devel- 
op the senses through the period of childhood and tims to train the faculty 
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of observation. The evolution of the physical organs of sense is left 
to chance and in the majority of human beings remains in a very slishtly 

developed condition. 

Acquaintance with many things outside. of chemistry is essential. 

A good research man mst have a broad training; he must be familiar 
with subjects other than chemistry, other than.the sciences. He must te 
able to write his own language clearly and state his conclusions with 
proper emphasis. But the highest a attribute of the humen mind is construc- 

tive imagination; it is this which, in its greatest perfection, leads to 

the creation of works of art which add to the beauty of the world,. and 

gives us our men of science, those whose vision-mekes ‘possible the formula- 
tion of new theories, new interpretations of the universe. In a lesser de- 

sree it is essential to all good research, and our etucational institutions 

. should strive to develop it. ‘The best food for the growing imagination are 
‘the products of man's minds; more effort should then be madé to interest 

the student in becomins femilisr with the beauties of music, poetry, and 

the. graphic arts; in his chosen field he should be’ led to see the grandeur 

of the achievements of the human mind by a study of the history of the 
srowth of the great theories of seicnce. He should be encourased to learn 

more of the other sciences then is usuelly the case, more especially the 
biological group, and he should be given an inte re st in the development of 

human society. 
>. 
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DENDROLGGY 
ae 

Extended Range of Norway Pine 

& year ego apnouncement was made that the range of Pims resinosa 

had been extended from southern Pennsylvania southward into Pendleton 
County, West Virginia, which is the most southern point et which point 

it is now known to grow neturelly. 

From a report just received from the Office of Mr. Lynn W. Meekins, 
Trade Commissioner of the United States Department of Commerce, Ottawa, 

Coenada, it is learned thet the range of Pins resinosa has been recently 

extended in Canada far north of previous records for that region. In 

the course cf a survey of Manitoba by aeroplane a body of Norway Pine 
was located on an island in the south end of Lake Winnipeg, southern Mani- 

tobe, at approximately 51 degrees north latitude. That this species is 

actually represented by the forest located by aeroplane was later deter- 

mined by an exemination of the trees on the ground. Previously this pine 

was kmown to grow through central Ontario and southward into the valley 

of the Winnipes River. | 

Canadian foresters lock with considerable interest upon the loca- 
tion of this Manitoba tract, because it is believed seed from these trees 

will afford a hardy form of the species for propagation in the North. 

Fortunately, unavoidable delay in issuing the new Check List has 
made it possible to insert this new extension of range. : 

Extended Range of Chestnut Cak 

Until quite recently Chestnut Oak has not becn mown to grow nat— 

urally any farther west than southern Indiana. Mr. Pauli G. Redington , 

brought back specimens of leaves end acorns, which he and State Forester 

of Illinois, Mr. Rk. B. Miller, found on gravelly hills in Union Gounty, 

Ill. They prove to be Chestmut Oak (Quercus montana), thus considerably 

extending the range of this oak in a southwesternly direction. Itis 

probably that further careful search will discover the tree in adjacent 
sections of Missouri and possibly also farther north in Illinois. The 

state Forester of Iliinois writes that credit is due Mr. Edward Karraker 

of Jonesboro, Ill., who first collected specimens of this unknown oak and 

sent them to Mr. Miller, 

Tree Range Maps 

Prosress is beings made in the preparation of tree range maps for 

the Forest Experiment Stations. The intention is to supply sets of these 

maps to all of the Stations, the different species mapped comprising such 
species as grow naturally in the territory covered by each Station. At 

the present time the Northeastern Station has been supplied with 76 dis— 

tribution maps, and shortly 20 other maps will be added to these. The 

Great Lakes Forest Experiment Station has reccived 14 maps, to which 20 
other maps will be added within 2 few days. Meps for the other Stations 

are being prepared as repidly as distribution data can be compiled. 

ae 
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It is expected that with complete sets of these maps, which will 
contain 211 of the distribution data of record, the various Stations will, 
through daily contact with their regional forests, be able to refine and 

correct a good many of the distribution lines now laid down for the differ-— 
ent species. Such criticisms are eagerly looked for. The Northeastern 

Station has elready contributed a number of helpful criticisms made possi- 

ble by local field observations. 

Federal Horticultural Board ictivities 

The Pink Bollworm was recently found for the first time infesting 
-.cotton fields at two points in southeastern Arizona. Previously this pest 

has been successfully held back in its westward advance to a few isolated 
points in eastern New Mexico, from which it has been practically eradi- 

cated, so that the main infestation is confined to southern and southwest- 

ern Texas, where by special efforts the Board has greatly reduced the in- 
fested areas. -Prompt attention now being siven to the control and extermi- 

nation of the insect in the newly infested areas will, it is believed, pre- 

vent further spread in Arizona. The frequent passage of Mexican laborers 

to cotton-growing centers in Arizona is held to be the immediate source of 

infestation. Such laborers ere constantly carrying pillows stuffed with 

raw Mexican cotton, which is invariably infested with the Pink Bollworn. 



POREST EXPERIMENT STATIONS 

Washington | 

New assistant on Job 

Francis H. Eyre reported in Washineton the latter pert of Decem— 

_ ber to take on his new duties as assistant in the Office of Forest Ex- 
‘periment Stations. Eyre began his forestry education at Comell, later 
switchine to the University of Michigen, from which institution he grad- 

vated in 1922. On leaving school he went to District 4, and after serv- 
ing in various National Forests in the District as a junior forester, was 

i made Assistent Supervisor of the Wasa .tch Forest. Here he specialized in 
_timber-sale. end menagement-plan activities, and comes to us with the sin- 
“cere best’ wishes of the District. Eyre will spend most of his time for 
the present becoming familiar with the intricacies of the experiment sta- 
tion machine. 

' General 

December in Washington was a rather lonesome month, 2s many were on 

leave, though Vashington continued to be a Mecca for those en route home 

for the holiday season. Wyman, from the Southern Stetion, spent some time 

on naval stores correlcetion work; Forbes, from the Southern Station, 

drifted through en route to the Bia ade hin atmestii nee of the association 

for- the idveancement of Science, where elso were Bates, Hoi, Mumns, both 

R. H. and Merinus Westveld, ee and Dana. 

Legislation 

_ Congress convened the carly part of December and proceeded to act 

upon pe are 1 appropriation bill. The bill this year provides 

for an increase of $60,000, which is to be equally divided for the esteb-— 

lishment of the Ohio Valley and the rennsylvania Stations, the money for 

these two stations to become immediately availeble upon the passage of 

“the bill. In'addition, the appropriation bill also carries an increase 

in the Silviculturel Investigation item of GP 000, this being the SI 

Share of the old "Statutory Salary," 922 000.being the amount of "Sala- 

rics" in the Washington office chargeable to experiment stetion work. This 

provides for the salary liability incurred in the library, mensuration 

section, files, compilation, ond stenographic assistance. 

An emendment to the tcricultural ippropriation Bill was introduced 

in the Senete by Senator Fletcher providing $50,000 for additional naval 

stores investigations. ‘The Senate Jgriculturai Committee in its hearing 
allowed 310,0C0 to stand, and this amount was passed by the Senete. How- 
ever, half of this amount was lost in the conference between members of 

the two Houses, 
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The Senate Committee also provided an increase of $5,000 for the 
fire weather warning work in the Weather Bureau and for $12,000 addition- 

al. upon chestnut blight work. This probably will be spent largely for 

the introduction of Chinese chestnuts, and for further foreien explora-— 

tion of resistant species. Some $9,000 was allowed also for the Forest 
Products Laboratory. Thé House Bill already provided fer $100,000 addi- 
tional in blister rust control. No increase was made for other forest 

pathological or for forest entomolosical work. 

& curious mistaké in the House resulted in $1,000 being set aside 
from SI for the improvement of the Bessey Nursery. The author of the 

_amendment intended it as a clause in the Planting item. ‘This will be pro- 

vided for administratively. | 

Mensura tion 

Haig came cast the latter part of December to work on the western 
white pine yield study. He will be assisted in this by the Computing force 

together with Bruce and Reineke, and, as the jippalachian Station has also 

detailed Buell to Washington for a short time it is expected that he also 
will assist Haig in this work. 

| The new sorter for the tebuleting work arrived the latter part of 

December, but it was found that the machine had veen subjected to such rough | 
handling that the instrument was a wreck. After about a week's delay the 
machine was replaced and is in operation. 4n order has been placed for a 

new tabulator to augment the existing one and so es to increase our output 

of work. 

During December over 693 per cent of the time of the Section of For- 
est Measurements was devoted to setting the western white pine yield study 

under way. Preliminery volume tables were preparcd and the camputation 

started so that when Hais arrived there was no delay in starting his work. 

In addition, a number of minor miscelleneous matters were taken care of, 

such as the continuation of the technique of mcensuration in forestry, and 

Cleaning up some details on the southern white cedar study for the Appa- 

lachian Station. Some help was siven Wymen in his statistical analysis of 

the gum yields from his naval stores studies at Sterke, 

On account of pressing needs, about 45 per cent of the work in tke 
Tabulating Section was devoted to the needs of Accounts, while an addi- 

tional 45 per cent of the time was devoted to the Northeastern forest fire 

stucy. The balance of the time was taken up by several minor studies on 
which information was urgently needed. | 

Biolosical Abstracts 
Ca memenetl 

The first number of Biological Abstracts was issued during December. 

This magazine should be in every experiment station. The subscription 
am > ~ fas ' - ° « . . price is 315 per volume, the volumes coincidins with the calendar yaar. 



Because of the contribution to the journal ee ee cenerally, 

a reduction of 40 per cent on all personal subscriptions is offered, 

‘so that the cost to the individuals is $9 as against the $15 for all 

organizations. The new Journal is about the same size as as a al Ab— 

stracts, but the paper is more opaque, is thimer, and the new range - 

ment Ae about twice the number of entries found in the sian 

Jou. rnal. 

Tnerenent Borers 

| 7 4A note from the Supply Depot indicates that extra increment borer 
augers and extractors are carried in stock and can be had occa VSionally. 

This is rether important from our standpoint, in view of the fact that 
perhaps more instruments are broken at the experiment stations then else~ 

where because of our greater use of these instruments. 

anaes to ee out the ndqante ees and disadvantages of an increment 
borer in hardwoeds, K and E made a special increment borer for us with a 
slightly flattened pitch as compared with the regular type. McCarthy and 

Hursh tricd this out end report thet the new instrument gives a Slishtly 
greater eee ion in the same period of time then did the standard type. 

They report the advantages to be greater easé of turning due to the lower 
pitch, less ieee of ¢hipping.the flanges, end greater ease of turning 

the borer. However, the new instrument cannot be sunk to any greater depth 
‘than the standard type beceuse of pinching and binding on the shaft. This 
appears larzely to offset any « See of the flatter pitch when it comes 

to deep borings. | : ; 

‘Aluminum Tags 

_ Those stations needing aluminim tape for stamping out their own tags 

can procure it from Roover Brothers, 100 Schermcrhorn St., Brolin Me aes 

at about $1.25 per roll. in lots of. 6 rote: 

| Library 

Stations not now receiving the Bulletins of the Roosevelt Wild Life 

Forest Experiment Stetion of the New York State College of Forestry at Syra- 

cuse , ‘should request that their names be put upon the mailing list of thet 

institution. The October, 1926, issue on the Relation of Birds to Woodlots 
is a fine.piece of work. mong the things brought out in this work are the 
Habitat Associations of Woodlot Birds, the Role of Birds in Woodlot Ecol- 

ogy, Forest Fase nt Pests and Bird Enemies, and Woodlot Policies in Rela- 
tion to Birds. agos 153 end 154 should be read by every member of the 

experiment ia ee forces. 
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Two inguiries from the field indicate an interest in the werk of 

Bose, the Hindu botanist. Station men will find the books entertaining, 

but as ee studies outlined have been thoroughly discredited and have teen 
shown to be based more on imegination than on fact, the book cannot be 

recommended. 

Last month there were 882 loans of books ond periodicals from the 
library, and 158 members of the Service and others consulted the library 

in person. 

The librarien indexed 309 books and periodical articles for the cat- 
21OLUE « 
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NGRTHESAS TERN POREST EXPERIMENT STATION 4 

In the preliminary study of some of his form study data, Behre found 

it advisable to make an investigation of the relative accuracy of the Swe- 

dish bark borer eas compared to the hatchet and rule for measuring bark 
thickness. Two opposite measurements were made et breat heisht on the 

stems of 162 red spruce trees in Berkshire county, Mass. The trees cov- 

ered a wide range of size and ase and were taken from both e ven—aged sec— 

ond srowth and mixed old growth. In this test of 324 pairs of measure—- 3 
ments the bark borer gave 2 double bark thickness averaging 0.08 inch great- 

er than the hatchet end rule. ‘The difference tends to increase with diam- 

eter of the trees, but this relation was not very closely defined. The 
regression line showed the difference between the double bark thiclmess 

measurements to exceed 0.1 inch in trees 135" d.b.he, or larger. 

Since a previous investigation on a peelings job had shown that the 

Swedish bark borer sives results lower than the actuel difference between 

outside and inside bark measurements with diameter tape, it must be con- 

cluded thet this instrument is more accurate then the hatchet and rule if 

the object is to estimate the ectual diameter inside bark, as is usually 

the case. On the other hand, if the object is to set a true picture of 
actual thickmess of bark without respect to diemeter measurements, the 

hatchet and rule, when carefully used, should give the better revolts 
because a stretch of bark 2 or 3 inches in lengsth is exposed from whith a 

reliable firure, unaffected by projections and irregularities of no real 

Sienificance in judcing ectual thickness of bark, may be obtained. 

With reference to the construction of thermocouples mentioned by - 

Korstian in the Experiment Station Report for November: Gast has found 2a 

very convenient method for fusing the junction in an electric arc. This 
method was devised by the Weather Bureau for the construction of multiple 

junction thermopiles. It can be used with copper—ideal and iron—ideal 

couples. ("Ideal" is the trade name for constantane) One end of a 110- 
volt alternating or direct current lead is connected to a pointed carbon 

terminal, or the carbon electrode of a small dry cell may be used. The 
other lead is connected to a pair of tweezers. The wires to be welded are 
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twisted together and seized just back of the twist with the tweezers. On 

touchins the twisted wire to the point of the carbon an arc is formed which 

fuses the wires back to the tweezers where they fom a bead. The amper- 

age may be conveniently regulated by a bank of electric lamps in series. 

According to the size of the wire to be fused 2 to 0.5 amperes may be ob- 
tained by use of 250 to 50 watt lamps. It has been used for making junc- 

_tions of wires of B. and S., numbers 40 to 15. Gast has also done some 
spot welding in an atmosphere of hydrogen, which is convenient becawse it 

prevents oxidation of the metals of the junctions, and more uniform e. m. f.'’s 

are obtained. Details will be sent to those interested. 

Last summer the Northeastern Research Council suggested that since 
so many agencies are now interested in investigations on the white pine 
weevil it would be desireable to hold a conference to determine the points 

on which further information is needed and the best means of getting it. 

AS a result of this suggestion arrangements were mede to hold a conference 

in connection with the meetings of the Association for the itdvancement of 

Science and its allied societies on December 29, and the following men were 

present: J. M. Swaine and R. Hopping, Dominion Entomological Branch, 
Ottawa, Canada: H. Le Bailey, Entomologist, Vermont Department of aAgricul- 
ture; H. B. Peirson, State Entomologist, Maine; H. W. Hicock, Connecticut 
Agricultural Experiment Station; S. T. Dana and H. J. Macaloney, Northeast- 

ern Forest Experiment Station. 

The consensus of opinion was that direct control measures, except on 
relatively small areas, were too expensive to be used. Doubt was expressed 

by.all regarding the effectiveness of native parasites. Doctor Swaine sug- 

gested that any contemplated breeding and liberation of parasites should be 

Carried out at some laboratory fitted for that purpose. It was suggested 
that these phases of the investigation be curtailed, only enough time being 

spent to assure the completing of the experiments now under way at or in the 

vicinity of the Harvard Forest. 

It was decided to concentrate as much as possible on the development 
of control measures through improved systems of forest management. Density 
of stocking in pure stands and the composition of mixed stands necessary 
for protection from the weevil attack were discussed and it was decided 

that further work should be done along these lines. Cooperation in this 
study will be continued by Vermont, Connecticut, and Maine. At Doctor 
sWaine*s invitation, it is expected that MacAloney will spend a few weeks 
next summer in collaboration with the Dominion Entomological Branch. 
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LAKE $Taras PORES? EXPERIMENT STATION 

The revision of the nariidemtots "Timber Growing and Logsing Prac- . 

tice in, the-Lake States".and ‘Forest Planting in the Lake States" has been _ 
completed. -The computation of the aspen field data and the recomputation 

of some: of: the original date of the logging study on Comparative Costs of 

Logeing Small and Large -Trees Was * continued, ead. cubic foot yield tables 
for aspen peensite oS am i ai Se eee oaths ‘A 

Mobis ones Tee working up hi's ficld notes taken last surmer at the h 

Upper Peninsula Station and compiled and analyzed the weather records of ; 
the three stations, ‘one in the forest, the second in the open, and the third ; 

in the swamp. He also dried the leaf "A teer collected from the se ae plots - : 

last summer for: further we ighing and chemical anely sise. mal 2 : 

» Re Me ; Bromecot: infected with the professorial microbe and accepted 
the £ poke of Assistant Professor, effective Jenuary 1, at the Forest : 
School a at the University of Minnesota to teach Forest Mensuratione Much . 7 
as we resretted his léaving our renks, we rejoiced in the fact that at : 

last there will be someone who is going to teach a subject for which he is _ 
especially trained a nd fit tied by his past experience and work. 

The Station was active in securing recognition of the “Lmportence of 
forest soils in the forthcoming discussions of the First International Soil 
Congress to be held -next Fine in Washineton. The President of the Con- 
eress and the Executive Council expressed ‘thomselves in fevor of creating 

a special section on Forest Soils, which would hendle all papers bearing, 

on forest soils. . : 
. 

..The Station participated in-en“informal conference with representa- 

tives of the Nurserymen's tssociation on providins forest planting material 

for State and private forest lends. In the past Ilinnesota murserymen 
fought any attempt to create a State forest nursery.. As a result of this 

conference the nurserymen requested the foresters = present a draft of a 
bill which they could support. The: Minnesota Conservation Council, an 

rgeni za tion embracing 250.,000° people, requested the liinnesota Section of 
the Society of Jmerican Foresters ‘to draft a similer bill which the Coun—__ 
cil would be willing to endorse. ak | se : 

The passage of the forest tax amendment last November pees to the 
front the question of drafting the forest tock lesieeaeen in conformity with 
the letter and spirit of the constitutional amendment. In view of the com 

plexity of the problem the Station took the position that it would be de- 
Sirable to have a legislative joint committee from the upper and lower 
branches of the Legislature to consider the matter, have hearings, and later 
bring ina bill of its om. This suggestion has been adopted and recommended 
oy the Governor in his message. Fred Vibert is to be the secretary of the 
Joint legisletive committee, 
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-. CLOQUET FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION - NOVEMBER-»rogypreR 

Cuttins operations were begun in 2 100-year-old stand of mature 

jack pine. Because of the defective nature of the stand and its overnea— 

turity, it will be cut clear. The slash will be burned as logging pro- 
gresses. 

| Two. auto trailers with 200-gallon storage tanks were built. The se 

are to be a part of the regular fire-fighting equipment and are to be used 

in conjunction with 5—gallon one-men Dene. and tie fgns gee 

Power equipment for tool grindins and saw.gumming was ‘installed. 
The necessary Sshafting was installed to operate the cone shaker in the seed 

house by electric power. 

Fourteen bushels of white spruce cones were extracted, yielding <0 

—— of seed. ‘Two bushels..of white = cones were extracted yiclding 
pounds of not very clean sede: : fe 

aie a puis oe in. ee ae ee sub—zere weather early in November’ and ~ 

early SNOWe: ie a Ba . - ae pre 

A fire ee was Eade for the Station tuawk. Early ‘in Novembér 
Hansen spoke before the anmal meeting of the Horticultural Society. 

Early in December Station headquarters were moved to 5t. Paul for 
the winter. Hansen ao oe leave during s the te st two weeks in December. 

4 Eee 

, - APPALACHT AN. FOREST EXPERIMENT st ATOR te 
/ 

General 

Active field work closed during the early part of this month whea: 
several lines of work on the Station. Forest were suspended for the winter. 

Sims and Buell were, engaged in, this and the compute tion of the sie. tion | 

Forest survey until they left Asheville on annual leave. 

An opportunity tc dispose of some fuelwood on the Station Forest 

furnished the first chance to set cutting done with the purpose of improv- 

. ing the stand on 2 small area.e This cutting was already completed during 
the month and it shows:that a good portion of the sapling and’ small pole 
stends will have:to be removed to give place to- thrifty, sound’ srowthe 

Fire scars and interférence: of larger defective trées have seriously 
damaged stands thet appear sound on first examina deaersegs ae ans 

Bed 
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Hursh helped in the compilation of data, on spruce regeneration 

in a to bring this earlier into shape for publication. He ated attended 

to the distribution of some of the seed collected in the falz to ae eet 

within the Forest Service and to research institutions. 

Methods of Cuttings 

Sims compiled the field data collected during the year in the re- 

examination of the Forest Service timber sale area on the Horse Fork of 

Curtis Creek, Pisgah National Forest. The first examination of this area 

was done in.1922, by means of strips tallied and staked after cutting had ~ 

been completed. .Tentative plans were prepared by Frothingham, Korstian, 

and McCarthy for increasing the work on this project with the object of 

making =, report on it early in 1928, 

Oak Study 

Preparation of volume tables for second=growth oaks was ste arte d 
during the month. ‘The irregular intervals at which stems were measured by 

the various agencies which collected this material complicated the task 

of volume table preparation. Reineke's method of planimetering the volumes 

is being used and is quite a satisfactory solution for such irfegulerly 
dimensioned data. <A plotting board was devised by McCarthy to use plain 
paper for the indivicual tree gsraphse 

SOUTHERN FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION 

General 

The Southern Station was represented at the annual meeting of the 

Society in Philadelphia by Forbes and Wymans 

Cooperation with the Zoological Laboratory of Tulane University wa 

established during the month and permission obtained to use some of their 

laboratory equipment whenever needed. Pessin visited the Laboratory sever— 

al times in connection with his investigation of the relationship between 

mycorrhiza and Southern pine seedlings. 

Protection, Fire 

Forbes, Demmon, and Barrett spent two days at Urania and found wea- 

ther Oiacns’ very favorable for burning the fall fire plots thcre. It 

took but 15 minutes to obtain a complete burn on a 1/5-acre plot. ‘the 
State fire organization proved to be functioning satisfactorily when the 
State lookout tower man 12 miles away picked up the fire and had a patrol-+ 
man out in search of it. within a few minutes after it was first observed. 
The fire, however, was completely out before the patrolman had had time to 
arrives 
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Measurenents 

“Considerable time of the clerical force was: telen up in checking 

and recopying thé pine growth tables. mes : 7 

In order to check up on eee of site dsteneeee in the field, 

Demmon and Forbes spent « week in southwestern Arkansas on the property of 

the Dierks Lumber Company. Here they were joined by Mr. W. L. Hall, the 

consulting forester for the company, Mrj N.-T. Barron, the resident for- 
ester; and A. J. Streinz, aSSistant Supervisor of the Ouachita National 
Forest. ‘The resuits of this trip: were very gr atifying and it is now 

“felt that we have a satisfactory method for site’ determination. The anal- 
ysis of the data taken‘on the sample plots during this week’ showed actual 

yields in even-aged second-growth stands in that region which in many 

cases overran the figures given by the pine growth tables. The indica- 
tion that the second=growth pine table Hasek are conservative was very 

gratifying to. all een 

Management 

. Demmon continued the analysis of the extensive survey faele notes 

covering Louisiana and Arkansas ¢ a 

ite The progress report of the Urania thinning experiments was com- 
eee: pleted at the end of the month by, Gemmer, after which he left to take up 

his new duties as Junior. Forester on the Choctawhe askaaid Divis ion of the 

Florida Nez tional Forest. sei 

‘Nawal Stores — 

Barly in December Wyman sent cbout a week in Washington on the sta- 

tistical analysis of this year's field data, in which he used the system 

_, of multiple curvilinear correlation. 

During Wyman’s absence from Starke the routine work of daily weigh- 
ings, weather observations, remeesurements, and transferring of records 

to permanent office forms was carried on by Student Assistants Ochsner and 

‘Sanders. : : 

Borestation * 

This year’s experimental plaritings at Bogalusa were comple ted with 
the planting of 50 Pinus insularis seedlings, and 200 loblolly seedlings 

apiece from seeds from each of four different Southern States. Wake ley 
with Barrett's help continued the analysis of seedling measurements. 
The conc hisions to:‘date ‘indicate ‘that. top heights of longleaf and slash 

pines have an arithmetic frequency distribution but top, root, and total 
weights, and root end totel lengths have a logarithmic distribution. If 

this proves to hold true gencrally it may necessitate a change in methods 

of anolyzing marsery data.’ 
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Wake ley visited about 20 square miles of the Great Southern Lumber 

Conpany's plantations with Professor Hayes of Louisiana State University. 

The company this year isttrying out planting of various hardwoods including i 

Carolina poplar, willow, end tulip poplar. 3 

Protection, others 

Pessin in the course of his recent visit to the McNeill experi- 

mental area has observed certain differences in the occurrence of fungi 

on the burned and unburned portions of the Pasture which if supplemented 

by Similar observations elsewhere may give, through the presence of cer- 

tain fungi, an index to the effect of fire. 

CALIFORNIA FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION 

Southern California 

With the ovening up of the Devil*s Canyon Nursery on January 1, the 

Station formally embarks on its program.in the watershed forests of south- 

ern California. Roscoe Weaver will be in charge of the nursery and plant- 

ing work. He is a technically trained forester, having been employed by 
the U. S. Forest Service, the Philippine Forestry Bureau and the Califor-—- 
nia State Forestry Service. Public attitude in southern California is 
strongly for an extensive program of afforestation in the present brush- 

fields. This substation, which will be largely supported by city, county 

and State funds, will devote its energies in studying the problem of affor- 
estation. All surplus stock will be distributed to the cooperating agen— 

cies. 

Siggins has been reviewing 2ll.availeble sources of information on 
previous planting and nursery work conducted in southern California. 

General 

Dunning has been crowding through two jobs concurrently, namely, 
the Methods of Cutting: studies and a Tree Class Summary for use by timber 
Sale men in marking in the pine types. Duming also prepared a paper for 
the local section of the Society of American Foresters on "Water end For— 
ests." 

Considerable progress has been made in the State type map. Wies-— 
lander, with the help of the State Bangers, has completed mapping in the 
field 54 townships outside of the National Forests. Iumbemen and others 
are evincing considerable interest in this project. 
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Kotok attended the annual meeting of the Western Forestry and 

Conservation Association at Victoria end delivered a paper on "Restock— 
ing in the Western Yellow Pine Region." This meeting was followed by 

an interesting conference with British Columbia foresters at which Mun— 

ger and Weidman participated. As a result of this: preliminary discussion, 
it seems probable that a better coordination of programs in the western 

experiment stations may result in the future. The Canadian foresters 

were particularly anxious not to needlessly duplicate work. 

—~-----3} ees SS ee en ome ee ee 

PACIFIC NORTHWEST FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION 

Three adding machines have been kept busy most of the month, for 

office computations have been in. ca swing. 

Munger attended the Annual Meeting of the Western Fore aie and Seo 

serveticn Association in Victoria. is usual this meeting gave stimulat- 
ing contact with many forest people from the five States and there was 

‘good discussion both in the sessions and outside for 3i days. ‘The rather 

technical phases of forest management and protection had a good deal of 

space on the program and were ee ae ei One of the resolutions read 
aS “follows: | mg hte EAN ere 1: 

eects that progress in Cee re ateion and the matic, aaemieint 

and protection of forests is contingent upon technical research’, we’ com— 
mend the policy of the United States Forest Service in establishing re= 

gional forest experiment stations, and hope for the: pg of oe 
aie “Studies.” ee 

After this meeting en impromptu International Research Conference 
was. held in the British Columbia Forest Branch Office attended by Alex— 

ander, Barr end Pickford of British Columbia, and Kotok, Weidman and Mun- 

gere Chief Forester Caverhill and Chief of Silviculture Manning listered 

in part of the’ time. Coordination of fire studics,.phenological studies, 
seed dissemination experiments, and the technique of natural reproduction 
‘research’ were the principal topics of the informal talk. Such "get to- 

 géthers" are’ stimulating and’ effect et real advance in proje cts in which 
all: are | interested. 

' Dir. A. N. Perham of Rotorua, New Zealand; was another visitor. 

He is making arrangements for buying seed of Pacific Coa ast conifers, par- 
ticularly how to get the best strains for New Zealand Conditions. He was 
especially interested in the western yellow pine that grows on the “bottom— 
lands of the Willamette valley near Portland, saetimes called var. Pen- 
thamiana.. 
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Much of Meirdle'ts time during the month was spent on the lightning 

storm study, €VOlving wys and means of using the punched card system of 

analyzing certain of the date, checking up on forests which failed to 

make reports, in writing a plan for handling the deta after it is re- 

ceived from the tabulating machine. About a week was put on the Douglas 
fir yield study. 

Meyer nas complieted the computations on all the Douglas fir pema— 

nent growth plots and has been working on a manuscript embodying the re— 

sults from these plots tec date with 2 view to publication. ‘wo sixty—five— 

year-old plots have a volume of 65,000 board feet (Scribner]}. per ecre, 

three fifty—three—-year-oid plots have a volume of 46,000 board feet per 

acre, and two approximately 70--year-old stands on 2 very good site have 

the large volume of 88,000 beard feet (Scribner) per acre. 

Isaac spent about 10 days in the field making the periodic seed col— 

lection from seed traps and nwe sixteen naturel reproduction plots. 

The plots were seeded to insure a sufficient mumber of seedlings to work 

“with during the coming year. The work was done in December to avoid loss 

due to misretines birds and hibernating redents and still sive the seed suf- 

ficient time to be soaked up and worked into the soil by the winter rains 
and snows. 

Near Scappoose, Oregon, several pictures were taken of growing fir 

stumps, the interesting phenomenon due to naturel root grafts with living 
trees. The top of one 36-inch stump was campletely grown over end it had 

increased 4 inches in diameter since cutting 48 years 220. 

Isa2zc and Simson built 2 new box kite to be used in the seed dissen— 

ination tests. It is 5 feet long and weighs 25 lbs. Everything is in read—- 
iness for these tests whenever there is a snow blenket and the right weather. 

ae eee 

NGRTHERN ROCKY MOUNTAIN EXPERIMENT STATION 

4% the Blister Rust meeting, Weidman had 2 paper on "The Need for 
Further Study of Growth and Yield of Western White Pine from the Stand— 
point of Blister Rust Control." A year ago it was planned to finance such 

studies from the Blister Rust Control office. ‘That finelly did not prove 

easible and this year it is hoped that the work may be made possible 
through the passage of the Johnson Bill. If passed, this will place the 
Northern Rocky Mountain Station on an adequate financial basis and will 
readily permit going into the aspects of grovth and yield studies which 
pertain pa articulerly to blister rust problems. 

eo 
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At the Victoria meeting, Weidman had an opportunity to appear on 
the program on the subject, “Results of the Season's Studies of Restock— 

ing Habits." Other papers under this heading which discussed the re- 
sults for the regions represented were by Munger, Kotok, Dean Miller, 

_and J. L. Alexander (representing the British Columbie. Forest Service). 
Weidman confinec his remarks to the recent indications with regard to stored 
seed and seed trees as sources of reproduction after logging and forest 

fires in tis western write pine type. As in the case of recent investi- 

gations.in the Dcuglas fir region, our own studies in the last two or three 
years have indicated nore and more the gueater importance of dissominated 

seed as compared with stored seed as the source of most.of the reproduction 

Which foliews the removal of the perent siand. 

| . Munger, Ketok, andi Weidman Lad a round-table discussion with the 

three men caaprising the research staff of the British Columbia Forest 

service. Considerable attention was paid to fire and reproduction studies. 

- One. of the points which made an impression on all was the need for greater 
uniformity of methods and the need of keeping more closely informed of 
each other*s work. Steps will be talen for the more intimate exchenge of 

ideas, parvicuisily inthe field of fire studies. 

the office work of the white pine yield study eames t» a close in 

Missoula with Haig's departure for Washington. the. GORE, computers 
who had been on ‘this job for the greater part of six weeks were released 
just before Haig*s departure. As a result of the concentration of office 

hel> at this end xmt the material wes in excellent shape for taking to 
Washington. 

| Gisborne has just conipleted a study of the meteorological high lights 
of the Quartz Creek fire. This was one of the larger fires on the Kaniksu 

last summer which burned within two miles of the Experiment Station. Its 
area, was 18,000 acres and'it burned for 28 days.. Gisborne spent a good 

deal of Sine meking measurements and observations on this fire. His con- 

clusions are that whenever the ¢ etimospheric elements conspire to produce 

fuel moisture contents of 10 per cent or less on the exposed areas, rapid 

spread of fire may be expected. The indications are that variation in the 

rapidity of spread under these conditions will then depend upon wind veloc— 

ity. On the 21 days when this fire spread the least the average wind veloc 
ity was 6.7 miles per hour between 6.00 a. m- and 6.00 pe m- On the 7 bad 
days, when 53 per cent of the area was burned, the average was 9.9 miles 
per hour. In this conrection- it is felt that if forecasts of wind are to 

be of maximum value they must provide expressly for the daylight hours, or 

‘they mst subdivide the present classification of Light winds (7 miles per 

hour or less) into at least the two following divisions: 0 to 5m-p-h. ant 
5.1 to 7 mepeh. It is believed thet forecasts for the day-time winds will 
be much more valuable than the averages for the entire’ 24 hours. Gisborne 
also took temperature and relative humidity measurements. In the case of 
relative humidity, these show an averace minimum of 20.1 per cent for the 
el days on which the fire did not spread rapidly and 18.4 per cent for the 

7 days when it burned most fiercely. 
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A minor fire investigation is worthy of mention. Two wood samples, 

2 inches.in dianeter and 18 inches long, were exposed side by side on an © 

vi old burn during the past summer and their moisture contents measured daily. © 

“The results show that: the two samples responded almost identically to 

changes in the weather. Both samples are now being oven-dried and one of 

"them will later be charred on all surfaces as if it had been partially 

ee a ee 

a “‘purned in a forest fire. Both samples will then be exposed for another 

season and the moisture contents determined regularly to ascertain whether 

"or not a blackened and charred surface appreciably affects moisture con- 
- tent and therefore inflanmability. If the charred sample. shows moisture 

“content sufficiently lower then the check sample, the results will indi- 
cate that incomplete burning of wood (such as. always results in forest 
ae and particularly in broadcast burning of slashings) is apt to in- 
crease fire danger by piccemaielnas this material more carne os ~ repid 

and great SEANgs sas 3 

a Kote cee ae cons iderable time on toe Bue . eemoldaaiaen 

HG work preparatory to moving to Missoula for the winter’office season. An 
si % 3 interesting item. which ‘he reports concerns fall sowing in Savenac Nursery. 

Le ee ‘accordance with results of experimentation, westerm white pine seed is 

‘regularly sown during the first two weeks in September. Due to the failure 
this fall of the usual sources of seed in northern Idaho, the seed supply 

became exhausted after sowing 64 beds in September. As a result’ of favor- 
able fall weather, it was possible to collect, additional seed from. the Lolo 

Forest and extract it in time to sow 2 additional beds on December 6. 
_ The result: of es winter tae will be watched with: ct nie interest. 

As a part of fi eahenekee fire protection plan for te demons tra= 

tion forest, about 16 miles of trail construction. is te be undertaken in 
(L927. The. ees, ‘specifications end estimates for this work have. just been 
revised. With the extension of the. trail. system. planned for next summer, 
‘the total trail mileage in the. demonstration forest: will: exceed 30. mites. |. > 
This will make possible ‘the passage of a trail or road: through e&ch.. -querter 
section in the existing 4, 000 acres.of the.area. The-new' ‘trails will par= 

Sap i ticularly open up the Canyon Creek ‘drainage to. the prote ction and research 
‘men. | 4s now plamed, any: point on ‘the area will-not be over 15 or 20 min- 
utes’ walking distance’from a road or trail.: This will greatly reduce the 
‘ present hour control. Fire prote ction on: the: demonstration forest a at 

_ present is afforded by an organization of a district ranger, an office 
assistant, two smokechasers;, two or three resident Expe riment_ Station 
men, and a small trail: construction. crew.. ‘In addition, the re isa 20-mile 
trail and road system, a telephone line through the length of the.area, a 
primary end secondary fire’ lookout point, and full:fire fighting equipme nt 

| including e modern, por table pump with. 1,200. feet of ‘hose permanently: lo- 
cated at the Experiment Station. © Also, there is an experinental, Tirebreak 

one’ chain wide and two miles long on the a ae, sean part of the. south 
He of sc ALC ore 
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OUTHVES TERN. POREST DOERDEN? SBAPTON 

a che ‘Le paren caietredtion ox tne ‘year. is ime mabye s report 

a methods of brush: disposal. -This, ‘While not ‘strictly ean experiment sta— 
tion ‘project, is very closely. tied in with the. work of the station. Some 

oe vex of the high points may be summarized as follows: Tree 

_ No form.of brush disposal will meet the needs - of all forest condi- 

~ gions,, and. instructions should Epi flexible enovgh to. permit. the’ application 
*"“of the method best adapted to each local area. ‘The heavy. soils that bake, 

f: 

the loose cinder soils, soils ee ‘exode readily and areas where grazing 

is heasy can all be ‘saccanarend by dea — the brush on Shei 

‘Fire is. ork as stocwhetadine’ a. factor as wee ‘here to fore been supposed. 

“Where. intensive fire protection measures can bé i tituted it. is doubtful 
BS more than. 25 per cent'of:the-brush shovld be ee end burned; and this 
ainly | on fire lines.:-On over 91,000 acres the avere age area burned anm- 

ie , sn “a has. been ~99 of I -per cent. Where control time hes ‘been. less. then 

one | es ane 4 = EP cent of etl fires ‘became Class . Ce 

a - it has. ee ctl maayntid fiat < io te es rad foot. volume “out. per acre 
increases. the. amount of .brush re sulting increases on an acre basis but de= 

“Greases. on an MMe basis except whe're ‘repro duction is present. Where 100 per 
cent. ‘stocking of poles and saplings:is found ‘the amount of brush: decreases 

ut 2S. volume cut increases both.on an acre and a board foot basis. This is 
-@ne to. ‘the young growth cut by the swampers. entering in and adding to the 
° tree-brush volume. At. times one-fourth of the’ total brush mass may be 

' Ferg duchion brushe : Ak . a eh ae 

. A. great many factors affect the. cost. ‘of ‘any method of: brush disposal, 

° he three most important. being (1) distance” brush mst be removed, (2) 
- amount of brash, in relation to the gross ‘stand’ cut, (3) whether brush.is 
“green or dry. ° Piling co'sts th he mo st or any method < of di sposal and: requires 

- the paar. ganas pant 2 . a , 

men piles shewa ‘dea He eer together, but built on 2 , definite 
plan. ‘The primary objecé-is to obtein.a pile that will burn rea aia dee and 

clean. A heap of fine material should form the base of the pile on which 
the larger limbs are placed, with the curve of the Limb up. The finished 

pile should be more. or: less gonical with a-few large limbs placed on the 

outside to bind the mass. -i pile ‘puilt in this way will be compact and 
Where large piles are built. Can be burned with a foot of snow on : Ths eround. 

. Large piles are. vanes mord economical. of labor for ‘the large limbs 
“gan be placed on the pile without having to cut “thom: into short pieces as 

is necessary where small piles are being built. In buming, the size of 

_ the pile will be less of a factor. then location and weather in. determin- 

irig damage. Two small piles containing no more ‘bfush thon would so into 

my” ge one cannot be so advantageously placed end the heat resulting from 

rg 



burning the two simmltaneously will be as great as will that of the large 
pile. The larse pile has many points in its favor such as (1) ability to 
burn during periods of the year when small piled cannot burn, (2) they 
can be burned while green, (3) they take up less of the forest floor, 

(4] they cost less to build and burn, (5] they sive a better clean-up, 
(6) less damege in the aggregate will result from burning large piles 
providing burning is done at times when little or no wind is present. 

Lopped and scattered brush need not be made to lie close to the 

-grounc as in the course of a few years show and decay with the ae 

of stock will- break it: downs 

Kreuch has made an interesting comparison of diameter growth as _ 
determined by means of accretion cores and by periodic measurements with 
a diameter tape. The comparison was made on 360 trees ranging from 8 to 

50 inches d.b.he which had been remeasured three times at five-year in- 
tervals. Diameter growth according to the tape measurements was about 
14 per cent higher then for the core measurements, and this relation was 

consistent for diemeter classes where fairly large mumbers of trees were 

used. The first thought is that the cores may be in error because of not 
being on a true averege redius. With 360 trees, however, these errors 
should compensate one another. It is believed that we are dealing with 

another factor in the growth of bark. This is taken into account in the 
tape measurements, but not in the core measurements. Assuming that all the © 
difference in this case is due to bark growth, the figures show an increase 
in bark thickmess cf -009 inch per annum. Without veuching for the accu- ~ 
racy of this figure, it seems fairly evident that we have here a factor 
which should be taken into account in making growth studies with the accre= 
tion borer which are to be translated into diameter outside bark. 

Mr. Elias Arocha, the Mexican forestry student who has spent about 
eight months at the station, left for Mexico shortly before Christmas. He 

had planned to visit several other experiment stations, but was unexpectedly 
called back to his ovmm country. During the first three or four months he 
was greatly handicapped by not knowing our languege. Since then, however, 

he has been able to grasp our work readily and hes rendered good service. 

4}. 

Status of Manuscripts Received 

California 

"How Far Does the Wind Carry Forest Tree Seeds?" Howard S. Siggins. 
(fo Timberman) | 

"Tne Lumber Tasty Discovers Relative Humidity." A. G. Simson. (For 
Tycos-—Rochester) 
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IN PRINT 

Zon, R. Maraton to make swamp drainage experiment. (Paper Trade Journal, 
November 4, 1926.) 

Munmns, E. N. Where is the forest biologist? (Jour. For. Dec., 1926). 

Munns, E. N. The American forest experiment stations. (Indian Forester, 
November, 1926.} 

Dana, S. T. The Editor's Silver Jubilee. (Jour. Fore, December, 1926.) 

Munger, T. T. (and Geo. L. Drake) "Snags."" (Timberman, December, 1926. 
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os fe | In. comparing the effect of various ee and combinations of 

os soaring ( savwini 12) machinery upon: the _quality 3 and quantity. of the. slumber. 
“2 Produced, the results tabulated below were sé¢ured. The comparison is 

=) between the single cub ond double, cut type of head saw, and-was madé in 
a mill equipped with one. each of: the above ‘types. caren 

ee eréup ‘of 1559 sound ‘western.white pine logs 6" to 24" in ree s 

eter were compared. on a 1" top diameter’basis. The two runs were placed 

on the same, ‘Size basis by weighing. each diameter class on the total num- 

ber of logs (in that class) found in. the combined runs. The values: are 
based on Western Pine Mamfacturers Association 5-year averages: The 

sawing cost per second (%0.00386) used in computing the sawine cost per 
M feet lumber tally is the 5-year average of seven ee Bite se agetcy 

BON TH: _ Variations- in width. and- thicimess between ne ee ae these 
‘two types of ‘saws: ‘should be. considered. ‘Blong with the value:and cost 

pflgures given inthe table. For example’: 360 af% boards direct from 
__ the: saws were’ ‘measured. for: thicimess, ab the’ ‘transfer chain.: .The single 

lied i cot ‘saw miedé 210 per cent. mgre, poards of ‘the exact thicknesses: which 

i Single | 

aes enable ary iri¢rease. dn .owerrun by" scant. sawing, then did the Agubie. cut 
ae SA y the. Single out. algo gy 2a. per. cont less’ “thick boards. “net 

ei aes. bors. 
SINGLE CUT VS DOUBLE WUP.= > WESTERN, “mete PINE. vor sil 

‘Lop ~- sNo. gWt Aves: -~. : We. AVe 

‘Dianetarief: Sawing itt.Saming:its Awe" arn Aw... 3. Value ($) 

-Range | Logs: Time, :Gost per Valve (53) Overrun .%: Ber M... 

: (Sees) -M ft. lbr.Per M° “375 & btn: : aS Seale 
a ‘sLbieTallyy 2 eee 
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Double :6" -24" : i : 
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lumber Prices and Movement Zz 

Anmrl First @. Secont @ Third@. # Nov. 
1925 1926 1926 1926-1926 

Idaho white pine §§ $37.37 437.10 838.65 $37.47 - 439.16 
W. yellow pine  BEeOe eee eee ay ee 
Larch - Fir 19.33 T9655 AOD pilin keer 16.29 

‘White fir Sn eet. ages 19.86; ».3GeGQh See aeuee 
Spruce petite 23.60 25.68 22.58 24.79 

wlio’ November, 1925 “November, 1926 

Cut | . nt SSBC TAGIE inate cade aaeeweae a 
Shipments 3 i er es eee 131,516 M 

Wood Preservation 

& report was prepared covering the re sults of the cooperative treat- 

ing work at the United States Range Live stock Expe riment Station during the 

past summer. Posts of five species of wood; lodgepole pine, western yellow 

“pine, cottomvood, ash and western red cedar were used in these experiments, 
- Over 1100 posts were included in the project, of which 600 were treated by 

the steeping process and 92 with creosote-petroleum mixtures. About 309 
posts were reserved for treatment with dry arsenic powder when set, and 
the balance were to be set untreated as a check upon the effectiveness of 

the various methods of treatment. 

~& canplete analysis of the treating records is given. in the project 
report referred to, and the accompanying table contains. only .2 brief com= 

parison of the absorptions a and penetrations obtaine 4 with round posts of 
four different species in seven-day treatments by the wee eo process. 

The’ average Se corti, of the zinc chloride solution was. Bae per cent 
and that of the sodium. fluoride solution. about 3 per cent. Approximtely 
one=half of the posts were subnerged in the cold solutions for 6 to 7 days 

and the re st were given a 3 to 4-day treatment. yt 

—2oa~ 
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- SEVEN-DAY TREATMENT BY STEEPING 

Redial 
: Seka : aa Av. Absorption Penetra= 

memes se et! _ Brose cvative ios Lbse per cue Et. -:.. tion. Tiss 

re Cigrtde  < livss) 21 $6059 ©: Le Be 
io Uh. aaa aaa Sodiwa Finoride (3 to 4-day treatment only) 

W. yellow pine = Zine Chloride A250! * , 
a aes P i _ , Sodium Fluoride. , . ‘9.00 pe ee 

- Cottonwood Me See Gidecise.. 4.22 Abate RgOh ‘ital sompeet 
n ear pct en BLUOPIde” 6 ey to ‘oes ER i QI 

Bee 8 Yaae Uhloride 0 kins Go keBO oc ee 
se ge ; “sodium Fluoride 2: -.* ~ 8.94 we Eh gee 

. The average cost. of the zinc chloride and. sodium’. fluoride us ed 

aoe: 20°26 26: cents per, cubic. foot of wood treated end on’ the. eve tage 

lites posts contained 1.30: cubic feet. Tie. labor:cost (not including’ the 
preparation of the material) amounte 4. to uabout & eents per “post for the 
actual treating work: es oe se ie ao 

a ae 
aes 

Gent ee of Woods Wee in the oe Fir Besion: 

The office work of. compiting the “bally ‘sheets was continued. No 
difficulties were encountcred in working. up the volume of slash proper, but 

several complications involved the work of determining the amount of waste 

wood in high stumps end the volume cf the original stand of timber. The 

height and diameter of stumps, the length of waste in the stump and the 
percentage of slope on which the stump was found had been taken, but in 

order to carry the computations through, taper tables for the species in- 

volved were necessary. As far as con be learned, no taper tables showing the 
taper of trees from the ground up have ever been prepared for the species 

represented in the Douglas fir region. Fortunately, Dr. J. S. Boyce, in 
conre ction with his study, "Decay in Dovglas Fir," had taken a sreat many 
measurements of Douslas fir trees, which he used in drawing up taper curves. 

It was necessary, however, to feanGanee the curves, from which a very usable 
table was prepared. This taper table will be used for the computations in 

conre ction. with both Douglas fir and western hemlock; the form of the latter 
is quite similar to that of the former, especially for diameters up to 35 or 

40 inches. It is not Imow as yet what will be done in connection with 
western red cedar and Sith. spruce. | 
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The preparetion end harmonizing of the curves and tables consumed 

considerable time, but “hey were necessary for the work in hand. They, 

moreover, Will be of value in connection with other research studies. 

The total stock used in the test at the plant of the Standard Sea- 
soning Society at Cottage Grove, Oregon, amounted to 21,611 board feet, of 

which 19,731 board feet was "B & Btr" Clears and 1886 board feet "C" Clears. 
The stock included 1, 2, 3, and 4inch thiclmesses in 8, 12 and 16-inch 
widths. 

After being in the “house” from July 24 to November 16, the averaze 
moisture content cof the stock, based on 39 whole board samples, was 19.9 
per cent; the average moisture content of the leinch stock was 18.2 per 

cent; 2-inch 20.2 per cent; S—inch 21.6 per cent; 4—inch 235.5 per cent. 
There was an average difference of about 4 per cent in moisture content 
between the stock in the upper ani lower portions of the house; the average 

for all thicknesses in the top, center and lower portions amounted to 18.1 

per cent, 19.5 per cent, and 22.0 per cent respectively. 

The degrade occurring in the "B & Btr't Clear stock of various thick- 
nesses,. based on the footage of each thiclmess, was 5.60 per cent in the 1+ 
inch, 11.32 per cent in the 2=inch, 18.46 per cent in the 3-inch, and 36.04 
per cent in the 4~inche The fall-down in all cases was due either to sap 
stain or season checks (surface). Sap stain largely accounted for the de- 
grade in the 1, 2 and d-inch stock, amounting to 72, 67 and 67 per cent 

of the loss in the respective thiclmesses. In the 4+inch stock 69 per cent 

of the fall—down was due to season checks. 

The season check loss in the 1 and 2=inch thicknesses was confined to 
the 12 and 16=inch widths. In the 3 and 4—inch thicknesses it occurred in 

all widths of stock 

There was no degrade in the “C" Clears. 

pended iat tetas 
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PRAZ ZINC. RES! EAROW 

ee Es ioc 

Zand Utilization Study for magus West 
~ ~~ 

ee ah ‘Or Deceniber nn; Drees Ue “Gray, ‘in Charge oe the eigistoe vik Land 
Eéonotii¢s® and Land Teta ation of the Bureau of Acricultural Economics, 

“ @alied: with Me SSrse Wooton and teitz of: His office for-a conference with 
” Messrs.’ Barnes, ‘Rechford ‘and Hill of the Branch of ‘Grazin# and Che os 

ye consider ; 2 “proposed: study: of a= utili ge stion in the aig : 

Dr. pipes outlined the ees ene so aes to detemine 

what influences the homesteading policy is “haring-at the: present: time:and 
_What changes should be made in it. He believes that the homesteading pol- 
dey is ‘proving an unsatisfactory system of ‘Tand“disposition arid that such 
a study a3" Proposed would show some: ‘other pla n‘that wotid doubtless be 

= seed Suitable: The ‘other phase of thé’ study"which he thought should be 
given particular emphasis is the sub ject: “Or control of the renizining public 
domain. While he has planned such a study ‘fora , number of years, “he nad 
hoped thet: legislation ‘might take care’ fob ig She - situs tion; “but it ‘seems: “more 

important: ‘then ever thet definite facts ‘be obtaireds “Officials of the Uni- 
‘versity ‘of Nevada ‘and of ‘the Colorado “Agricultural Collese“have offered 

“" ecoperation in’ such “Study; and it is probable thet a material part of: it 
will be concéntrated ‘in the Lond utilization “si testton in-Ne vada ead that 

in northwestern Colorado. 
te 

Yee x ~ A Seine, bes : 

ewe 

It was the consensus of opinion that it would be ep R ‘to pues 
Ma! “de tailed study” int specific: areas in* an: éndeavor to de termine: definitely 
“what the ‘Lant tenure* “problem: actually is in; “repre sentative westétn “Areas. 
Dre Gray was anxious ‘to determine what information was’ available © in: ‘the 

 Berest Service ‘thert: would tié into such a study and what opportunity the re 
would be for cooperation. ‘After ‘the ‘plans are-more definitely’ SA ene 

‘he expects to take the matter “up asain ‘with the Forest’ Servidey? +94" 

Carnezie Institution Desires Additional Cooperation. 

On December 28 a conference was held with Dr. FE Ee " Clenents of 

“the Carnesic~ ‘fnstitubion: of Washington ‘at which he distassed- ‘principally 
the possibikity: of* ‘cooperation with! t4 né Forest Service in Che ° handling’ 

- oF bicecological reséarch “in ‘the West. He stressed as of particular in- 
portance the necessity to develop a broad point of view among’ résearch 

_ workers which will recognize the interrelationship be tween ecology of the 

‘i ‘vege tation ‘end: that of other Life which affécts-it. He was especially 

interested ‘ in’ a@ coopera tive project of ‘yodents and range’ ‘feed, largély in 
-Arigone.” Preliminary” plans ‘have -al ready ‘been developed for sbadyine: tre 
problem in- cooperation with the Biological Survey~ on ‘Several. i peer id ‘Por- 

. tests Of” ‘drizona, end the Santa Rite Range Reserves’ 
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Dr. Clements was clse much interested in the study of life his- 

tories of range plants, especially zrcwirg them under various controlied 

conditions in the greenhouse or in nurseries. On behalf of the Forest 

Service, Chapline offered to aid the Carnegie Institution by having seeds 
of importent plants collected on National Forests to be shipped to Dr. 

Clements for tests at the Alpine Laboratory near Colorado Springs, Colo-— 

““pyado, and at his laboratory near Santa Barbara, California. Dr. Clem- 
ents was ‘informed of the preliminary plan for cooperation with the Boyce-— 
Thompson Arboretum at Superior, Arizona, for studying growth under labor- 
atory and nursery conditions of the important Southwestern plants which 
we could obtain more readily than the arboretum'’s representatives. 

Conference on Biotic Commmities 

On December 31, Chapline met again with Dr. Clements together with 

Dr. Weese and Dr. Shelford of the Ecological Society of Jmerica to discuss 
the preparation of a book on biotic communities which the Ecolggical Soci- 
ety has. projected. Dr. Weese is to be the Editor in Chief and they hope 

to have men throughout the country handle the development of the biotic 

community regionally. Chapline informed them that the men in the Forest 

' Service could doubtless aid in the development of the vegetative end of 

the preparation of such.material, though for grazing research men there 

Was a question whether ahy should accept the responsibility for the organ- 
ization of all the biological material in-any. specific region. 

Grazing Research and Extension 

On December 15, Mr. Chapline addressed the weekly conference of Ex- 
_ tension workers on "The Relation of Grazing Research to the Range Exten- 
sion Program." This conference was attended by a large number from the 
Extension Service and by some members of the Forest Service. .The address 
was not only intensely interesting but was very instructive, as was evi- 
denced by the mamber of worth-while questions fired at the Speaker follow— 

ing the address. 

Forage Investigations 

During December, an interrupted month due to the holidays, atten- 
tion was largely devoted to routine matters; some attention, however, was 

paid to the collation of notes and a little progress made with the bulletin 
‘manuscripts. , | 

Three hundred and fourteen plant specimens were submitted to B.P.I. 
during the month for identification, in addition to a number of resubmissions 
for check identifaication. At the close. of the month approximately 800 spe— 
cimens were received from that Bureau and these have all been gotten ready 

for listing and will be reported on to the field as rapidly as possible. 
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Approximately 350 plants were mounted and filcd in the herbariun 

during the eae malcing | a total of 5,738 for the year. . 

By, Pallmert 8 Aleskon” Plant Notes | 

‘Departinent Bulletin 1423, “Progress of Reindeer Grazing Investiga- 

tions in Alaska," by Le Je Palmer of the Biological Survey, a whilom graze 
ing researcher of the Service, is replete with items of botanical (as well 

as other) novelty and interest. The size and extent of timber in Alaska 
north of the Arctic Circle will no doubt surprise many. YPalmer"s note on 
fires and their effect on ‘reindeer range. states that it sometimes.takes 25 

a years fora “reindeer moss" area to recover from burning. Lichens are 

the chief source of food for reindeer; on winter range, . Cladonia, Cetrarla 

- and Stereocaulon cary represented on the western Ne tional Forest in the 

ae States, by the way) being the mo st important and & abundant genera: they are 

ee ara. long-lived, and rather casily injured plants — especially in 
the dry seasons. On many ranges, browse. is very important’ end some of Mr. 

Palmer's reindeer prow se notes. are. of especial interest: for example , 

Labrador tea {Ledum), unpalatable. to livestock in the States and often re- 
garded as more or less Poisonous, . ‘is one of the-most ‘valuable reindeer 

browse plants in Alaska. 

Botol. "Skoal i" 

_ With a recent specimen.from the Jornada by Junior Range Examiner R. 

Cempbell., determined as. sotol (Dasylirion wheeleri) the collector: attaches 
this intriguing note to the. Form 757: "Value, none for stock, . Properly 
made up sotol is a good. drink, be ing-about 40 per cent alcohol.". Did Mr. 

ae. eae aa this informe tion 2 by the "trial - eae error Camere ee | or how? 

“SANTA RITA RANGE RESERVE _ 

x Predatory. Anime Is | 

“Fred Ott, Biological Survey hunter , ‘elie on the nese se first 
week in December and we are in hopes that he will make a clea en—1p of ‘the 

; wolves ‘which have been giving SQ. mach ‘troubles. so far he has been able to 

-get one of them. Mr. Ott believes the wolves are Staying back in the high- 

-_ 

er country end killing deer mostly, as they have made only three: ‘forays 
down on to the Reserve’ since he came. 

Condition = Stock * 

ei ies 
The cola snap “the | latter part. ‘of nee im ane did not last ae a Ne 

to Pict stock apprectably’s nd cattle contime bia excellent condition for 

this season of the yéar 2X pashan: anes ree 



Condition of Range 

‘The renge is all in very good condition; feed is plentiful over 
practically the entire Reserve. Considerable sreen growth continued up 

to the middle of December end even at present writing some green growth 

is coming on with the warm days and nights that are following the recent 

rains and snow. 

Visitors. 

December 4th, Professors Stanley, Dickson and McGinnées, of the Uni-= 

versity of Arizona, together with Junior Range Examiner Canfield of the 
Jornada Range Reserve spent the day at the Reserve. Unfortunately rain 

fell the entire day end prevented any field trip; however, the day was prof- 
itably spent in the office discussing plans for ese ae ie work during 

the ccming year. 

ae. Claus paid his ammual visit to the Reserve on the appropriate 
date and was more than welcome; however, next year we are going to suggest 
that he leave three of every article so that all three Junior Assistants at 
the Reserve won't have to waste so much of their ‘ame trying to play with 
the same thing at once. 

Precipitation During 1926 

Precipitation data for tre year 1926 shows quite a large increase in 
rainfall over 1925; this increase over the entire Reserve averaged 5.30 
inches. The smallest increase was at Southwest Station in the semi-desert 
type, which had in 1925, 14.52 inches; in 1926, 16.65 inches, an increase 

of 2.135 inches. Northwest Station had in 1925, 9.635 inches; in 1926 i@e%o 
inches, an increase of 3-09 inches. The largest increase was recorded at 
the Reserve Headquarters in the foothill type, which hed in 1925, 14.67 in. 

less than was received by any station but one in 1926, and which in 1926 had 
25eil9 inches, an increase of 11.02 inches. ‘The average rainfall in 1925 for 
the foothill type was 13.17 inches; in 1926, 21.38 inches, an increase of 

8.21 inches. The mesa type received 12.17 inches in 1925 and in 1926, 16.64 
inches, an increase of 4.47 inches. The average for 1925 in the semi-desert 

type was 12.09 inches; for 1926 it was 15.53 inches, an increase of 3.44 
inches. In 1925 the foothill type average was 1-00 inch above the average 
of the mesa type, and 1.08 inches above the semi-desert type average. In 
1926 the average for the foothill type was 4.74 inches above the average 
of the mesa type, and 5.85 inches above the average for the semi-desert type. 

Personnel 

W. V. Turner, Junior Range Examiner, and family spent the last two 
weeks in December at their home in Foxjb Sumner, New Mexico, and reported con- 
siderable snow, rain and mud; however, they didn't have anything on us for 
we had the longest continuous period of rain, snow and cold weather that 
has occurred during the past five years, with a minimum temperature of 16 
degrees above, the lowest on record in a like period. 



He’ SE. mecesere | on babies: from tne Yosemite Valley Railroad at 

Merced, California, has been filling the clerical position at the Santa 

“Rita since December 4th. Among other things, he hae spent a considerable 

- part of his time on the plant herbarium which is now up to date with tre 

exception of one list“of identifications not yet returned from Washington. 

GREAT BASIN STATION 

The Station Soe is now comfortably located in rooms in the Dis-— 
‘canes 4 office building. Compilation, collation, and analysis ‘of data is 
the order of the day. In spite of a winter season of six months during 

. Which practically no field work can be done, office work is considerably 

behind. It is strange how easy it is to pile up field data beyond what 

can be handled satisfactorily with the availeble force during the winter. 
We are much impressed by the wisdom of the dictum that. an investigative 

organization should not undertake more work than can be. kept up to date © 

in all of its phases. The present organization at the Great Basin Station, 

however, is not wholly responsible: for the present condition since a large 

part of it is a gradual accumlation of years that was handed down to us, 

although we do have the responsibility of getting out from under. Part of 
the trouble lies in somewhat frequent change in persomnel and some lapses 

in positions during the past five years, but a lot of it is that rather 

common. failing of “researchers” of getting sa much field work under way 
that there is not enough time to keep up tk on the compilation end. Once 
that error is fallen into it is difficult to drop some phase of the work 

and the tendency is to keep up the field records and hope for relief by the 
eventual completion of a project or part thereof. Consequently we have 

settled on the policy of undertaking no new work, except absolutely essen 

tial phases of present projects that cannot. be:allowed. to lapse. As the 

result of this policy it will be possible to employ a temporary assistant 
at least part of the winter to assist on compilation work. 

The other alternative is more funds for grazing research work. Ad-= 
ditional money is badly needed both for getting caught up on back work as 

well as undertaking a lot of new 7 urgent Sr oie But more funds is a long 

eae in itself. 

JORNADA RANGE RESERVE 

j Benge Conditions and Precipitation 

. Range conditions contime nitbiesa TAs favorable both with sonar to 
moisture and temperatures. During the first week in December, approximatel, 
1.6 inches of rain was recorded quite generally over the Reserve. This 
moisture has maintained the fall.and winter weed growth in good shape so 
that prospects for the immediate future are encouraging. 
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The precipitation date for this year tc date appears to be the 

highest on record for this locality up to this time. This year to date 
ten rain bea on the- Reserve have averaged.17.7 inches: of fain and 

during th é months cf July, August: and. September, the months: when most, - 

growth-is.made, eighteen gauges: showed-an average:of 8624 inches: of sea- 
sone el: precipi tation. _ According to the State College records which go. back 

ve to 1851, with 12 years.of data missing, the.incemplete anmaal figure for — 
this year is a record and the summer seasonal figure has aed a equalled 
or exceeded 4 times. The lowest amount registered by a single gauge on 

the Reserve this year is 12.735.inches. and the highest amount shown for ore 

station is 19.14 inches; this latter figure is the highest figure on record 
for this locality up to this time. The highest summer precipitation shorm 

by 2 single station was 11.23: inche’s} which 2180 appears to be a record. 
The lowest seasonal rainfall recorded by a single gauge was 4.82 inches. 
‘The mean anmal precipitation for this -Jocality is-8.50.inches and the mean 

. seasonal for the months of. July,;:fiugust,.and:September:is 4.70. inches. :- 
It is interesting to note that althouch thé ‘rainfall this year was. more: 
generally. distributed than is.susually. the: case, -yet it was onieg localized 

in Spokes: -which is characterishic « of: this'c country. sigan - shed 
5 > r- 

. Hus Shemale — x - 

"Investigative. wea. 

ial 

: Bi: Tre oe portion of she. sae has: been: “devoted to the compilation 

c 

of. data-and 1 orking up the anmet MEDORA SEHR ge tat Fete | ’ 

“Catt le Sales. one. 2) ae 3S. 22 Deere tee = 

eee 276 F orneda enaiee a, were delivered this:month. The sale price wag 

$27 per head for both sexes. This.is 4 récord price:for this locality -this 

year. : Bs : ho AE ee es ats = gs Seeker Seas NS er a ee ae Ve - 

Personnel : ee La ROR den ee oe _exghe.. 09S 7 eae 

+ > gue = = 5 ghee _ 
re 

ee Hees Examiner ple GonPield was:. on 1 dearey: visiting in Tucson, 
4rizona, December 1 .to: ee tne bugayver= onal ble ae 2) Eo - 

ee z > < - : e.: <<. il > med 

~ --+----=---———-= : > re ogra an an” i > ~- = 
as ss = : - os a a= x 

once acain ‘the eae has neenened in south central: Arizona. 
Not that the umsual is not frequently forcing itself into prominence for 

Tonto is said to be an /Apache.Indian word-meaning silly or foolish, and 
Tonto Basin and Tonto River imply a crazy stream, & fool's paradise. 
The month started with storm clouds.: .Some precipitation fell the first 
week of December while the second week the mean for Roosevelt of .74 of an 
inch was broken. te showers and hours of Slow stéady rain have in- 
creased the total fall until it is probable that December 1926 will go down 
in record as the banner. December /With at least :five- times: the average pre= 
cipitation. The ae W2s set josie teed run-off;for~ ‘the sommer was dry; the 
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ground hard and bare, but luckily there were no hard stoms. Erosion, 

though, ever with us, was at a minimm. Nature saved the day once again 

but one might appropriately express the sentiment of the Roman of old in 

"How long, oh man, wilt thou abuse her patience!" It has been unusually 

cold since the rains. Weather and not the usual variety has for once 
inter€ered with field work. Snow fell among the Palo Verde trees 

(Cercidium and Parkinsonia species] istmas morning the near-by peaks 

were white. 

Weather has resulted in a much-needed session on data compilation. 

Sheep feed should be plentiful on the desert this spring. Our old 

friend alfilaria (Erodium cicutarium) ,already in evidence, should become 
prominent here on the semi-desert with a few warm days of sunshine. 
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EDITOR 

Three bulletins dated September came out about November 1 — 1405 
(long delayed), 1436, and 1437. Of these the grazing bulletin, Sampson 
and Maimsten*s "Grazing Periods and Forage Production on the National 
Forests," is by far the best in appearance, owins to the fact that the 
photographic illustrations are on three plate pages tipped in. ‘The other 
two, Cuno'’s "Utilization of Dogwood and Persimmon" and D-6'*s "Red Alder 
of the Pacific Northwest" are as horrible examples as any yet seen of what 

happens when the attempt is made to print photos on the paper that is 

given us for bulletins. Take, for example, the view on page 35 of the 
Red Alder bulletin, showing i ppesstiic’ e thicket of delicate, graceful 
stems. -The view actually presented on the copy on this desk is very like 

ae the imprint on a white counterpane made by a filthily muddy and carelessly 

slung boot. On page 33 2 photograph of larger saplings showing sleek grey 
“stems checkered with the black of the wood showing through is similerly 
meuled and.becomes a nightmare of scabrous, distorted stalks, diseased and 

dying. Figures 8 and 5 become absurdities, for the background of the one 
and the center section of the other, referred to in the titles, are lost 
in the general smudge. In the Dogwood bulletin it is only barely discern- 

ible on page 354 that the man with the cap is sawing a good-sized billet 

of wood. Fortunately the title makes this clear. As in many newspaper 

illustrations, there is considerable. doubt about the Complexion of the 

workman. 

These illustrations are bad enough as they:are. Compared with the 
clear-cut light and shade of. the original photographs, especially chosen 

. for their effectiveness, they are a pitiful exhibit. 

Even the Grazing bulletin fared none too well. I do not kmow what 
the originals were like, but take it for sranted they were fairly clear. 

In Plate I the whole lendscape partakes of a sympathetic shagginess, which 

may have an unintended value in accentuating the miserable condition of 
the recumbent bovine and her progeny. In Plate VI the difference between 
figs. 1 and 2 is to be found rather in the titles than in the pictures as 

reproduced. However, in general the use of plates insures a fair repro- 

duction of what the author fondly intends shall be an illustration of his 
subject matter. In Bulletin 1405 these three leaves of plate paper have 

all been tipped in. This is an expensive process to which the Department 

naturally objects when it is carried to excess in big editions or when © 
many photos are used. Much of this expense can be saved, however, where 
the number of plates is divisible by four and the plate paper can be bound 
in be tween Signatures, instead of being pasted ins | 

The numerous grephs in the Grazing bulletin are in general effec— 

.. tive, particularly the rather complicated fig. 10. This should, however, 
-have been on a page facing fig. 9, and fig. 9 should not have been at- 

tempted on a contour mape i svecially drawn map with only those items on 

it thet appear in the legend would heave been sufficiently complicated. 
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Even so, the various boundary lines and the salt and unit designations 

should have been made heavier and larger. In the other figures the let- 

tering is often needlessly small and hard to read, and- bhe use of free- 

wien ee ee does” oe Bonet this. 

ee in the matter of figures eee oe ight with the other 

two" bulletins, for the- few figures used in Noe 1436. are extremely simple. 

Even here, thouch , esa figs 19, the dime nsions | -of spool head‘ ana. pulley 

-wére entirély. relettered to make certain of logibilaty, and. pain are none 

"BOO ‘large as ee ares wi yay 

Probably ne ‘one: ‘readér of somuient ee Fae pe ‘but anpueeeuges 

legibility; wderstendsBleness, clear-cutness »-end every other quality in 

‘tevery déteil of our publica ations that helps. him to @ quick and thorough 

_ Gomprehension OE: what we are’ trying to tell hims This.is worth remember-— 
ing .when:-the effort *is being made to win his intereste A-blurred and 

Asmu.ased publication, or one that runs into. petty intricacies, is as heart— 

he disliked as a, mumbling ,” wandering public = Be 

‘Belated Journal Reprints oF re 

: seh members OL, “the Service may heve peen startled: daring  Novenibers 
cite the sudden appetratice of 4 sroup of hoary reprints from thé: ‘Journel of 
igricultural-Reséarch. Evidently someone in the mailing room ef. the Super- 

‘intendent of Documents has been housecleaning. The arrival of these Rip 

_ van Winkles probably explains why often in the. past.experiment. station men 
and-.others have writteri in to know why they had not received copies cf. cur- 

rent reprints. The greybeards: were as.follows, so.far as this office was 
able to check them: 

Korstian's “Growth on eas panies and en Wentods Yellow. Pine» 
“Lands: in Central Idaho." (From the June es ai issue. whith 

c Was: Pa ae in November, 1924) . 22 ae ee 

Korstian's "Density of Geir’ Sep, ac.t (Fron the. ° May Shy 1924, 
issue; ‘which was. ‘published in ge ee a heeke 

Wahlanbere s "Fall Sowing ‘ond, Delayed. Geet cco of Wes atetbae a 
White’ Pine Sced." (From the June 14, Last ee which was 

. published in November , 1924) .. Ht 

Nee. 1924, appears _ to have been a. ble ack month fois convenes 

to the- Journal of Agricultural ‘Research. ft thet time there was no effec- 
tive machinery for chécking up on deliverics of reprints. What has been 

attempted since does not, always work. Perhaps the best system of all is 
‘your immédiate and bitter complaint if gee ep which aaa ‘should have 
do not reach you on time, ° : 

shane , 
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